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Project Description 

For me, opening the box of a well-designed tabletop game can feel like opening a mysterious 

treasure chest. Tiny, multitudinous, colourful game pieces such as coins, chips, dice, meeples are 

as so many undiscovered gemstones. The game boards and cardboard puzzles are like cryptic, 

arcane maps to buried clues. Beautiful, intricate game components can come together like 

avant-garde statues or modern works of art. For the past three years, I’ve wanted to design a 

fully-realized tabletop game that was like an interactive work of art. My current field of studies is 

video games as learning tools, and as an art form. Working through the design of video games as I 

have for the past few years, I’ve encountered many collaborators and how-to guides who have 

often counseled turning to pen and paper to start the design process. If a game is good as a tabletop 

game first, it will translate as a videogame. I also had a very distant past as a painter and illustrator 

as I prepared for a fine arts college in high school by building an extensive portfolio, then I went to 

journalism school instead. This project was an opportunity to finally bring together communication 

scholarship, game design and my long-forgotten passion for the fine arts.  

The resultant project, after months of effort, trial and error, is an augmented reality, 

deck-building card game called McLuhan’s Maelstrom: The Card Game. This open-access 

learning game designed for upper high school and first-year university students is based on the 

teachings of the legendary Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980). In McLuhan’s 

Maelstrom, players win victory points by launching communication technologies into the media 

maelstrom or frantic modern media marketplace as depicted by a printed fabric playmat made to 

resemble a roiling spiral. The game is designed to use a deck-building mechanic whereby players 

will use hand-drawn, professionally-printed playing cards that depict ancient communication 

technologies which are then used to purchase newer media technologies. By buying more 

sophisticated communication technology cards, players can create increasingly more powerful card 

decks. These new, more sophisticated, modern communication technology cards can be used to 

purchase still more technology cards, to then launch them onto their Maelstrom Map playmat. To 

win, players must be the first to acquire and launch the most valuable technologies onto their 

Maelstrom Map. Players also need to remember to launch technologies that work well with one 

another. According to McLuhan’s Tetrad of Media Effects (1988), some technologies obsolete, 

reverse, retrieve or enhance other technologies.  The scoring mechanism is meant to reinforce the 
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Tetrad. If players deploy the wrong communication technologies together, they lose victory points. 

If they deploy the right technologies together, then the players can gain additional victory points. 

Art Design. The illustrations are based on my ink and paper drawings of Marshall McLuhan, 

and naive, simplistic ink drawings of communication technologies. My original illustrations were 

then processed using an open source filtering tool called LunaPic.com. To keep things thematically 

consistent, I selected the Kandinsky filter for the processing of all of my line drawings. In this 

choice, I became aware that McLuhan was fond of the work of Kandinsky. As Theall (2001) noted, 

despite McLuhan’s reputation for being a “critic of the brave new world,” McLuhan had a 

fascination with the Renaissance principles of “modularity, in mathematical proportion, and in 

contemporary fascination with modularity, golden sections and Pythagorean triangles” (p. 105). By 

processing my illustrations with the Kandinsky filter, took on some of the colouring reminiscent of 

Wassily Kandinsky’s 1911 painting Composition V filled with brown, tan, green, bright red and 

yellow colours, as well as triangles, cross-hatches and angular components. As a result, the images 

in my design took on a quality of being composed of many etched, imperfect triangles. The spiral 

image that makes up the Maelstrom Map playmat, and the Tetrad tiles were inspired by the spiral 

images found in the pages of McLuhan’s Mechanical Bride. I found an approximation of a spiral 

on the Creative Commons site Clker.com and processed it using the Kandinsky filter once again. 

The cards with images, purchase and victory points symbols were created in the open source tool 

Easel.ly. Then the cards were redesigned and printed in MakePlayingCards.com. 

Inspiration & Research Context 

The first spark of inspiration for this tabletop game started with the course reading Innis 

(1951) Bias of Communication. Something about Innis’ rigourous examination of the history of 

communication in the Western world reminded me of the Chronicles line in the Christian New 

Testament bible with “Adam begat Seth; and Seth, Enos… (Chronicles 1:1, 1850, Wycliffe 

Bible).” Innis demonstrated that alluvial clay tablets, papyrus, parchment, Gutenberg’s printing 

press begat progressively more sophisticated communication technologies. I have been thinking for 

a while about creating a tabletop game given my interest, bordering on unhinged obsession, in 

board games over the last few years. Reading McLuhan again for this course, I was reminded that 

the students that I have supported in two terms of Ryerson’s School of Professional 

Communication’s CMN 216: Communication Revolutions have often struggled with McLuhan’s 
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ideas, particularly the ideas that technologies inform new developments in communication, that 

technologies act on each other, enhancing one another or obsolescing each other.  

I believe that light, immersive games can offer a very impactful, powerful way to teach 

certain concepts. There’s a game mechanic I’ve become very fond of recently called deck building. 

The definitive online database of board games called BoardGameGeek defines deck building or 

“pool building” as a mechanism "in which players start the game with a pre-determined set of 

cards/player pieces, and add and change those pieces over the course of the game” (“Game 

Mechanics” BGG Website, Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2JPUjjF). This can be a highly satisfying 

experience because you and your opponent(s) start with the same low-value cards, and can, with 

clever strategic purchasing, create a very powerful deck of playing cards which you can use to win. 

The game play becomes rather like a rags-to-riches story, you start with the same basic, low-value 

tools to become more powerful through clever decision-making. The process of creating the game 

first started with creating the math of the game, determining the purchasing power of the base cards 

and then the cost of the technology cards for “sale” in the game’s “river” of randomly selected 

cards. I knew I wanted the starter cards to be based on the early communication technologies 

described by Innis (1951) in Bias of Communication which included clay tablets, parchment or 

storytelling. The more powerful cards available for purchase, I decided, would be a cross-section of 

the core technologies commented on by McLuhan (1964) in Understanding Media, which included 

the television, radio, phonograph, typewriter, camera and telegraph. 

Audience. I hypothesized the card collecting mechanic would be familiar and even enticing 

to the possible audience for the game: high school and undergraduate students. Popular deck 

builders among certain young and middle-aged games like Japanese anime-inspired games such as 

Pokemon, Yugioh, and long-standing collectible card game Magic The Gathering all use the 

deck-building mechanic. I posited this game design would be of interest to the gaming subsection 

of Generation Z, Millenials and even the representatives of Generation X who might be teaching 

secondary and post-secondary classes. The people in these generational groups represent people 

born mid-1990s to the early 2000s, in the case of Generation Z, and people born in early-to-mid 

1960s to the early 1980s, in the case of Generation X. The hobby game market in Canada and the 

U.S. has been growing steadily for the past few years, increasing from 550 million U.S. dollars in 

sales revenue to $750 million between 2014 to 2016 (Statistica, 2017, Retrieved from 

https://bit.ly/2rinLI4). Games, in general, are a significant market in Canada with consumer sales 
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of $1.21 billion (Cdn) and the market is expected to reach $1.47 billion (Cdn) by the end of 2019 

(Statistica, 2015, Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2HRefSC). 

 Big Idea 

McLuhan (1964) argued that not only were games a cultural artifact, a product of their 

cultures, but games were also a way to cope with the complexities of life. “We enjoy those games 

that mimic other situations in our work and social lives (McLuhan, 1964, p. 267).” McLuhan 

(1964) said games, like institutions, were the “extensions of social man” in the same way 

technologies are extensions of the animal organism” (p. 267). McLuhan also said that games were 

a way to deal with the tension of modernity. “Games are dramatic models of our psychological 

lives providing release of particular tensions (p. 267).” This marriage of McLuhan to one of my 

favourite pastimes - games - seemed the perfect fit. I agree with McLuhan that games, at least in 

my case, are a way of puzzling through and escaping from our modern lives. In games, deception, 

persuasion, empathy, competition and even combat can be played out in a stylized and safe way.  

As predicted by the McLuhan’s Tetrad of Media Laws, board games are an example, in 

recent years, of an old media experiencing a retrieval. The board game hobby has been 

experiencing a significant revitalization in the past 5-7 years, with significant growth expected 

until 2022 (“Global Board Games Market”, 2017, Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2rf8O9K). Some 

scholars, like Arnaudo (2017), have suggested that board game enthusiasts enjoy the face-to-face 

interactions missing in online game play. “Hobby board game participants may experience the joy 

of socialization, the game being little more than an alibi for people to get together to enjoy each 

other’s company (Arnaudo, 2017). ” As a games scholar and enthusiast, I have become 

increasingly interested in analog gaming or board games. Games not only entertain, they also 

communicate cultural values and are a strong platform to educate people (Arnaudo, 2017; 

McLuhan, 1964; Huizinga, 1955). 

Creative Commons. I have spent the last year working alongside the copyright and Web 

services team at the Library helping with the production of open access, Creative Commons 

textbooks. With their words ringing in my ears, I wanted to avoid using any copyright material to 

create a game that could be fully Creative Commons. This involved drawing everything from 

scratch with only a handful of exceptions. Players can print their own cards, tiles and playmats 

from my website, laminate them and cut them by hand if they choose from my website on 

TanyaPobudaPhD.wordpress.com (Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2romsrg). In my pre-made version, 
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there are 90 discrete game components in the box, designed to fit into a 9 by 4.5 inch wooden box. 

There are card stock tiles for the Tetrad scoring cards. There are hand-cut, cardstock player 

standees with +1 and -1 indicators. The maps are coloured printed using a simple heat-transfer 

decal process on a rugged cotton cloth which was burnt around the edges using a Hanukkah candle. 

The project is also supported by a 24” by 36” inch matt-finished poster created with the 

open-source tool called PosterMyWall. The trifold rules brochure was created and designed in 

open-source presentation software, Google Sheets. Two postcards including a Tetrad explainer that 

clarifies how the laws are used in the game, as well as a note from me are also included in the 

game box. The full game components include: 

● (1) Laser cut, modge-podged game box  

● (2) printed McLuhan heads player standees 

● (10) -1 3D printed chips 

● (10) +1  3D printed chips 

● (1) 4 Laws Tetrad Tiles 

● (3) Player ‘Maelstrom’ Maps 

● (20) Technology Cards 

● (20) Purchase Cards 

● (20) Power Cards 

● Cloth play mats 

● Two postcards and tri-fold brochure 

Augmented Reality. I wanted to keep the cards and game components simple but I also 

wanted to add information to the experience if players or learners wanted to go deeper into the 

experience and study of McLuhan. In particular, I liked the perspective of fellow student Andrey 

Miroshnichenko in the student feedback sessions about the inclusion of McLuhan quotes on the 

technology cards. I researched open source options for augmented reality applications and found 

Aurasma, now Hewlett-Packard (HP) Reveal. This involved scanning the card illustrations, to act 

as a ‘trigger’ in the application. The application spawns the augmented reality overlays by 

recognizing the trigger image. I designed the overlays using Creative Commons images in 

Unsplash.com and arranging the quotes on the images in a readable way in Easel.ly.com. I 

uploaded these images into Aurasma and paired them with the associated trigger on my phone. 

There was a lot of trial and error in this process.  
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3D Printing, Laser Cutting, Modge-Podge. I was able to make one demo prototype of a 

3-D printed game piece using Selva3D.com, turning my 2-D illustration into a 3-D model. I was 

able to use the Ryerson University Library and Archives Collaboratory 3-D printer. Given that the 

process to print one game tile took 6 hours, I reverted instead to full-colour cardstock chips for the 

final project. To create the game box, I made use of the Ryerson Fab Lab laser printing, converting 

a PNG file to an raster SVG, using a ‘blue’ etching setting using the laser cutting software 

Inkscape and resizing the file in Adobe Illustrator. I took a collection of vintage Creative 

Commons advertisements including one for a portable midwifery kit, Farsi-language advertisement 

for a 60s-style cabinet television and a French language ad for a painkiller. Looking through the 

artistry of the book design McLuhan’s The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of Industrial Man (which 

upon holding in my hands in class, I immediately coveted and promptly purchased) I knew I 

wanted to weave in an aspect of mass-media advertisements into this project. 

Thoughts on the exhibit. Analog tabletop games have a long and even haunted history. 

Patolli was played by citizens in the Aztec civilization in 1300 AD. It involved rolling beans with 

white pips and some with blank sides. Players would gamble blankets, food, gold, even family 

members during game play. Always with the players, during these ancient games of Patolli, was an 

invisible third player, the Aztec god of music, dance, gambling and games called Macuilxochit 

(Marler, 2017). In this project, McLuhan is intended as the invisible third player in this two-person 

game. The ghost of McLuhan will be guiding and presiding over the action. That’s why the exhibit 

will have a third place setting for the great man, complete with a hologram of McLuhan designed 

in Google Sheets and using a Spectre Hologram four-side cone atop a tablet, an ashtray to hold the 

play pieces, and a copy of Poe’s Descent into the Maelstrom on the Ghost of McLuhan’s 

Maelstrom Map play mat. 

Conclusion: False Starts, Failures and Future Work 

As the character Dorothea said in George Eliot’s classic Middlemarch, “(f)ailure after long 

perseverance is much grander than never to have a striving good enough to be called a failure” 

(1872, p. 228).  This project was an experience of perseverance through a myriad of false starts and 

failures. It was from these experiences that I learned a significant amount about the art and craft of 

tabletop games creation, giving me renewed respect for great game designers. I struggled, tested 

and executed a number of variants to see what worked and what did not. Playtesting the game on 

February 22, 2018 and again on March 23, 2018 helped me to understand what users responded to 
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in the game design, how to improve the execution of the game components and reduce game length 

to improve engagement. It is my intention to continue to iterate and improve this design based on 

user feedback. Thanks to the RULA Collaboratory, I was able to explore so many possibilities in 

the design of this game, taking it in directions I didn’t think of initially. Happily, I will be 

exhibiting the game at the May 23, 2018 Collaboratory Grand Opening from 3-5 p.m. The 

Collaboratory, like so many makerspaces across the university, are huge gifts to creators as 

springboards for creations. By far, this has been my favourite assignment in graduate school. 

During my studies and beyond, I want to be someone who makes things. This has been an unique 

and inspiring opportunity to get the space and focus to do something like this, to be a maker (so 

thank you very much). This project was an incredible learning experience for me and opened up so 

many possibilities beyond video games for teaching, learning and engagement. I will continue to 

iterate and improve this game based on playtesting with members of my target audiences to learn 

how this game is received by these learners. This process has also inspired me to create another 

game this summer 2018 based on tasseography or tea leaves reading, something my eccentric Irish 

grandfather taught me as a child. 
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